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The Midi Terrace is located in the 5* Hotel Hermitage, offering a perfect vantage point to view the race and enjoy the atmosphere! 
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Race Viewing – Enjoy unique views as the cars exit the first corner and race up the long Beau Rivage straight passing directly 
beneath the terrace before they disappear in to the long sweeping Massenet Corner. A raised viewing platform is constructed on 
the terrace giving our guests an even better race viewing experience. Multiple screens are located in the suite, on the terrace and a 
giant screen is erected directly opposite keeping guests abreast of the action all around the circuit. Unlike some other race viewing 
locations there is no fencing between guests and the track. The VIP suite where lunch is served is adjoining directly to the terrace 
and ideal for relaxing and enjoying a moment in quieter surrounds. 
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Hospitality –  A fine buffet luncheon is served in the VIP suite adjoining to the Midi Terrace. Dishes served include Beef en Croute, 
lobster and other local delicacies whilst premium champagne and wines are served all day. The outstanding quality of the food 
consistently receives exceptional reviews. The VIP Suite is an ideal place to relax before the race in luxurious surroundings. 

Example Menu – 

 

 Sushi and Sashimi 

 Mediterranean sea bass 
 Smoked salmon cannelloni  

 Beef en Croute 
 Biryani lamb curry  

 Lobster dishes 

 Chicken spring rolls with cashews  
 Selection of cheese and bread 

 Fresh berries 
 Mini deserts  
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Why this location –  The spacious Midi Terrace has superb race viewing paired with 5* hospitality from this landmark hotel right in 
the heart of Monaco. Guests can also enjoy stunning views of the harbour when watching the track as the cars speed through. 
The VIP Suite adjoining the viewing terrace creates a luxurious atmosphere and is ideal for seeing the pre-race build up and 
relaxing post race. 
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